
Future Shock
Light Tutorial
by Jamie Solorio

This weeks light test was based off an image I originally saw on Pintrest by Greg Adamski from a series called Hue.
 Immediately I was attracted to the clean image and the intense light.  I was curious too if I could make my white backdrop
red enough just using speed-light flash and gels.  Quickly I found out that one speed-light even on full power did not come

close to turning the white paper red like I wanted.  Instead of wasting my models time or getting flustered as I tried to figure
out the light in front of model, I decided to practice alone first in my studio using my trusty mannequin as my subject.  After I
had my settings and place for model to stand I took pictures for this tutorial and put a piece of gaffers tape on the floor to hold

her spot. 

Below I give a description of what I used to light the subject.  Also, I have included a youtube video of low quality for you.  

https://www.behance.net/adamskiphoto


Shot using Nikon D4 at ISO 50 with Nikor 85mm 1.4 @ f/6.3 at 1/100th of a second.

To get red background on white paper:

Used 3 sb-800 fashes gelled red all with fashes set to TTL to easily communicate with my AC3 Zone 
Controller for manual use of my 3 fashes.  Via the AC3 I powered all three fashes to full power, 1/1   All three
fashes were also on Channel B to control all same light power on pocket wizards transceivers.

I used the Elinchrom RanCopyger Quad with red gel behind model towards the paper at 35 watts per second
for more red light.  I had also set my Elinchrom Qudra to being able to see fash of light from my speed-lights 
as it's trigger. Elinchrom refers to this as PhotoCell.   So, no need for Pocket Wizard trigger or Elinchrom 
trigger, since Elinchrom can fre of seeing the light from my speed lights.



Main Light on Model face/jacket:

My main Light on models face was created using the Apollo Westcott Strip light.  Again, I used my Pocket 
Wizard AC3 Zone Controller on the "white level 2" aka 1/2 power.  Below I have copy/pasted the Pocket 
Wizard Guide I used to write down my settings for you.  Main light was on Channel A, since I wanted 
independent control of the light on model's face from the background lights.

Hair Light:

I noticed in the inspiration image the photographer has a little rim light of red in his models hair.  I wanted to 
replicate that light as well. To do that I hung a fash from a hook in the ceiling with some wire to act as that 
hair light with Green gel instead of a red one. The fash attached by wire to the hook had a Pocket Wizard 
transmitter set at "1.7 white side" aka 1/4 +0.7 Channel C.

Refector Light:

I decided to fll the back side of the model using a refector.  Below in the tutorial image, I state how far away 
the refector is from the paper, about 6ft.



Pocket Wizard Guide:

Inspiration image contact information:
Hue by Greg Adamski stylist: Alicja Antoszczyk makeup: Magda Koriat/Cocaain hair: Alan Dąbrowski/Jaga Hupało Create Team 
retouch: Lukas Strociak Retouching model: Zosia N/AvantModels

Future Shock by Jamie Solorio.

Model Evianne Potts.

Stylist Robin Fator of Dark Pony Designs.

Jacket silver belfast moto jacket by Parker New York.

Earrings pave ear piece by Eddie Borgo.

Sunglasses Fairfax by Elizabeth and James.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bF3iYX2N3Xk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bF3iYX2N3Xk
http://www.elizabethandjames.us/
http://www.eddieborgo.com/pave-frond-earpiece-1
https://www.instagram.com/parkernewyork/
https://www.darkponydesigns.com/pages/styling
https://www.instagram.com/darkponydesigns/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/tooghoul4school/?hl=en
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